
Installation

Cautions for using the blower

Operation and gases handled

Item

Indoors/outdoors

Ambient temperature

Relative humidity

Environment

Dust etc.

Ventilation

Peripheral area

Vibration

This ring blower is for indoor use. Install in a location away from rain and wind.

-10°C to 40°C (without freezing)

80% or less

Do not use in, or transport through, locations where corrosive liquids (alkali acids, acids) and gases 

(inflammable, explosive) are present.

Avoid use in locations where dust and lint etc. are present.

If such locations cannot be avoided, fit a filter to ensure that the material does not enter the ring blower. 

(Periodically remove dust etc. adhering to the ring blower.)

Always select a location with good ventilation. Do not use in closed rooms or cases.

Install in a spacious area to facilitate checks and maintenance.

Install the ring blower in a manner which ensures that it is free from external vibration.

If such vibration cannot be avoided, implement anti-vibration measures to ensure that the vibration is not 

transmitted to the ring blower.

Conditions

Item

Voltage and frequency

Ratings

Allowable range of variation 

in voltage and frequency

Temperature of gas

Humidity of gas

Specific gravity of gas

Type of gas

Foreign matter

Water droplets and liquids

Rotation

Rated voltage on nameplate (Voltage (Ｖ)) ±10%

Rated frequency on nameplate (Frequency (Hz))±5%
Note: Avoid operating the ring blower for a long time while exceeding voltage ±5% and frequency ±2%. Even if the ring blower is operated 
 within the allowable range of variation, values may vary from those indicated by ring blower characteristics, motor characteristics, 
 rated voltage and rated frequency.

※Applies when operating current is equal to or less than the rated current on the nameplate.

-10°C to 40°C

80% or less

Same or less than air

Do not use with corrosive liquids (alkali acids, acids) and gases (inflammable, explosive).

Ensure that foreign matter (e.g. dust, lint, swarf) is not ingested into the ring blower under any circumstances.

The blower cannot be used to move water droplets or liquids.

The normal direction of rotation is displayed on the ring blower.

(The prescribed characteristics are not achieved in reverse rotation. Intake and discharge are reversed with reverse rotation.)

Use at the voltage and frequency noted on the nameplate.

Usable in continuous operation.
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Inverter operation

Operating frequency is between 5 Hz (rotating) and 60 Hz.

Never operate the blower with the frequency exceeding 60Hz. As resonance may occur depending on the ring blower installation conditions, 

make sure that resonance frequency points are avoided in operation. Set the frequency of ring blower start and stop with inverter (including 

acceleration and deceleration) in accordance with the guidelines from the table below.

Cleanliness

These ring blowers are manufactured for general industrial use, and discharge air is not in accordance with cleanliness classes.

Please note that in applications in which adherence of foreign matter is not permitted, or when a high cleanliness class is required, it will be 

necessary to fit filters etc.

Characteristics

Characteristics differ between intake and discharge application. Check the individual characteristic curves.

Range of use

As the airflow through the ring blower is reduced, internal temperature increases, and 

care is required to ensure that the range of use does not exceed the characteristic curves. 

Furthermore, when using VFZ50 and 60 in intake fully closed applications, always ensure 

that the emblem on the unit (top of intermediate bracket) is removed before installation.

Operation without removing the emblem may result in deterioration of the motor 

insulation and burnout.

Frequency of use

Permissible start/stop frequency [Sw/Hr]Frequent use may have a negative effect on the ring blower and may 

result in motor burnout or damage to the ring blower body. Set the 

operation frequency in accordance with the guidelines in the table on 

the right. If the frequency is to be exceeded, a method of switching 

valves, etc., (with continuous operation) is recommended. Furthermore, 

when operating in forward and reverse, make sure to start operation in 

the new direction after the ring blower has completely stopped.

Model

Mounting screw

Emblem

Sw/Hr (at 50/60Hz)

30/20 or less

20/15 or less

15/10 or less

VFZ081～VFZ301

VFZ401～VFZ601

VFZ701～VFZ901
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Exhaust temperature (VFZ)

Exhaust temperature increase curve (at discharge outlet)
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Air flow (m3/min)

Air flow (m3/min)

Air flow (m3/min)

As shown at right, the temperature of the 

air passing through the blower increases. 

Particularly with near-closed operation, care 

is required since temperature is increased 

considerably. (Contact the manufacturer 

before running in near shut-off.)

Serial operation

Pressure and temperature are very high with this ring blower, and serial operation should therefore be avoided (parallel operation permitted).

Mounting direction

Standard mounting (installation) is horizontal. Mounting in other orientations differs with size etc. Refer to the figure below.

Note 1: Exhaust temperature is added to 
intake air temperature.

Note 2: The actual temperature may differ 
sl ightly from the temperature 
increase curve above.  These 
values are for reference only.

08 – 60

70 – 90
Water-resistant type
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